"the tiE of the land'
and white pine and eucalyptus and a small purplish wood called
manzafiita. The western window had a view of eucalyptus-trees
against the Pacific. I will not attempt to describe either the
eucalyptus-trees or the Pacific, but merely offer a slight under-
statement in Jarje Austen idiom, that this view was not above half
bad. -Though oddly enough, the other outlook attracted me far
more; it had less of grandeur and highly spectacular sunset stuff
about it; if ever a faint shadow lay over me, a plucking at my nerves
to the tune of "Dem Studio Blues", my serenity could be restored
as though it had never been damaged, by relaxing in my Master-
bedroom in the house (Spanish Style) at Santa Monica, with its
open fireplace to burn aromatic logs, and the road of aromatic
shrubs and trees and blossom outside. And though, as in the island
bedroom on the English river, it might have been associated with
horror, for not illness and war but earthquake and danger had
happened to me there, I have already forgotten, unless I make a
deliberate effort, how the floor heaved and bulged and rolled
beneath me and the pictures swayed and tumbled from the walls—
as though these were unimportant things, not vitally connected
with the room or what lay beyond it.
Perhaps it is as unusual to connect the name of Monte Carlo with
a few weeks of a pleasant homely existence in a little hotel on the
quiet lower sea-road a hundred miles and more removed from
fashion or gambling. Here I sat on the narrow balcony outside my
window and watched how le patron, M. Andr£, clattered along with
trap and horse to market for his vegetables and fruit every morning
early; and how a French peasant boy singing, flung water over the
pave outside the restaurant and across the road as far as the low
sea-wall; and how a waiter (befon he put on waiter's garb, bright
blue trousers and no shirt) rattled out the awning to protect the
little tables presently from the hot sun; and next the fish arrived,
to fraternize in a Bouillabaisse or to figure on the menu languidly
as "Demoiselles en deshabille*'; and the fishermen stood in knots
gossiping fraternally before they went off to a busy day. And here
was the little wine-cart, yes, and here the ice. And now the road
was quiet again . . . and the Mediterranean washed just below the
sea-wall over the road, and the shadows from the villas lay sharp
and black in vivid weather. Out across the bay, exactly opposite
my window and balcony, a British battleship lay at anchor, having
nothing to do with all this fun and marketing, but also busy enough,
for I could hear the distant notes of command to get up, to go to
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